Development of a Wearable Controller for Gesture-Recognition-Based Applications Using Polyvinylidene Fluoride.
This paper reports on a wearable gesture-based controller fabricated using the sensing capabilities of the flexible thin-film piezoelectric polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) which is shown to repeatedly and accurately discern, in real time, between right and left hand gestures. The PVDF is affixed to a compression sleeve worn on the forearm to create a wearable device that is flexible, adaptable, and highly shape conforming. Forearm muscle movements, which drive hand motions, are detected by the PVDF which outputs its voltage signal to a developed microcontroller-based board and processed by an artificial neural network that was trained to recognize the generated voltage profile of right and left hand gestures. The PVDF has been spatially shaded (etched) in such a way as to increase sensitivity to expected deformations caused by the specific muscles employed in making the targeted right and left gestures. The device proves to be exceptionally accurate both when positioned as intended and when rotated and translated on the forearm.